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LOAN AGAINST GOLD 
 

Question-1: What is Loan against Gold? 

Answer: Loan against Gold is a secured overdraft (SOD) facility by pledging Gold Jewelries/ornaments. 
 

Question-2: Who is eligible for Loan against Gold? 

Answer: Any female customer ages between 18 to 65 years and owns Gold jewelries/ornaments. 
 

Question-3: What type of security/collateral is required for Gold loan? 

Answer: Gold jewelries/ornaments of purity 18 Carat & above. 
 

Question-4: Is ownership of Gold is mandatory to avail Gold Loan? 

Answer: No, Loan can be offered against Gold Jewelries/ornaments owned by immediate family 
members subject to submission of ownership & relationship proof documents. 

 

Question-5: Is the loan offered against Gold coin/bar? 

Answer: No. Loan against Gold bar, Gold coin, bullion/primary Gold Gold-plated metals and other 
ornaments made of diamond, silver, cadmium etc. will not be accepted. 

 

Question-6: What is the maximum limit of Loan to Gold Ratio (LTGV)? 

Answer: Maximum 50% of the market value of pure Gold. 
 

Question-7: What is the minimum and maximum Gold Loan limit? 

Answer: Minimum limit is BDT 1,00,000 and maximum limit is BDT 5,00,000 or up to 50% of LTGV 
(whichever is lower). 

 

Question-8: How is the market value of Gold jewelries/ornaments calculated? 

Answer: Market value is calculated according to the per gram/vori market rate of pure Gold on the day 
of gold valuation. 

 

Question- 9: How is the portion of pure Gold within a jewelry/ornament determined? 

Answer: Portion of pure Gold is determined by excluding weight of stones, gems, khad and other metals 
from the gross weight. 

 

Question-10: How many facilities can be availed at a time? 

Answer: Maximum 02 loans simultaneously, but aggregated limit should not be exceeded BDT 5 Lac. 

But, at-least 6-months waiting period is required prior to 2nd loan disbursement. 

Question-11: What is the tenure of Gold Loan? 

Answer: 12 months 
 

Question-12: What is the rate of interest? 

Answer: Interest rate is 9% p.a. 
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Question-13: What documents are required to apply for Loan against Gold? 

Answer: Application need to be supported by the following documents: 

 One copy Passport size photo. 

 Photo ID, address proof document. 

 Copy of eTIN Certificate. 

 Photo ID & one copy passport Size Photo of nominee. 

 Ownership Proof Documents. 

Question-14: Is any processing fee required to avail a Gold loan? 

Answer: Yes. Processing fee will be as per regular Schedule of 

Charge. 

Question-15: Is any other charges & fees need to be paid in addition to processing fees? 

Answer: Yes. Stamp duty charges has to be paid at Actual 
 

Question-16: Is Partial payment/Early Settlement allowed? 

Answer: Yes. Partial payment/early settlement is allowed anytime. 
 

Question-17: Is there any charge for early settlement/partial payment? 

Answer: No charge is required for early settlement/partial payment. 

Question-18: Can partial security be released through partial payment? 

Answer: No. The Gold jewelries will be released only after the entire outstanding amount is repaid. 
 

Question-19: Where Gold loan facility is available? 

Answer: Gold Loan Center at Banani Branch only. 


